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Lost-foam casting (LFC) is a type of evaporative-pattern casting process that is similar to investment casting
except foam is used for the pattern instead of wax.This process takes advantage of the low boiling point of
foam to simplify the investment casting process by removing the need to melt the wax out of the mold.
Lost-foam casting - Wikipedia
Lost-wax casting (also called "investment casting", "precision casting", or cire perdue which has been
adopted into English from the French) is the process by which a duplicate metal sculpture (often silver, gold,
brass or bronze) is cast from an original sculpture. Intricate works can be achieved by this method. The
oldest known example of this technique is a 6,000-year old amulet from Indus ...
Lost-wax casting - Wikipedia
Casting Quality Industrial Company provice sand casting, investment casting, die casting, permanent mold
gravity casting and shell casting and CNC Machining service for metal casting industry, Mainly aplicated in
machinery spare parts, pipe fittings and valves, pump industry.
Casting Quality - Sand Casting, Investment Casting and Die
History of Metal Casting Metal Technologies has compiled a brief timeline of metal casting to give you an
overview of the long and proud history of our industry.
History of Metal Casting
Green Sand versus Lost Foam The traditional method of casting cylinder blocks is green sand casting,
Aluminum Cylinder Block for General Motors Truck/SUV Engines
Who We Are. ASM International is the world's largest association of materials-centric engineers and
scientists. We are dedicated to informing, educating, and connecting the materials community to solve
problems and stimulate innovation around the world.
ASM Store - ASM International
Casting is a manufacturing process that is used for making complex shapes that would otherwise be difficult
or uneconomical to make. Casting takes many forms, including sand, continuous and die casting.
Near-Net-Shape Casting
The Lab's links page. If you have a metalcasting related website you'd like added to this list you can e-mail
me to let me know.The links are numbered but the numbering changes as new links are added and defective
links are removed. NOTE TO COMPANIES --- I only add links relevant to this website's content and I rarely
add a company link unless I have experience with the product(s) or service(s ...
metalcasting and general metalworking links
We manufacture an extensive range of linings including spinel and mullite forming products. These have
been specifically developed for a variety of metals and some allow for a mixed melting programme.
Zenmet
The Basics of Plastic Manufacturing. The term â€œplasticsâ€• includes materials composed of various
elements such as carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, chlorine, and sulfur.
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How Plastics Are Made
Just about every alloy containing lead has been used to cast bullets at one time or another with varying
degrees of success. Many bullet casters use an alloy simply because itâ€™s what they have available
without giving much consideration to the type of shooting the bullets are intended for.
Cast bullet alloys, characteristics of CB alloys
Readbag users suggest that ohsb_2-04-bk-63788_40.pdf is worth reading. The file contains 208 page(s) and
is free to view, download or print.
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